Introduction
Let X be a smooth projective variety over C, and D b MHM (X) go the bounded derived category of mixed Hodge Modules of geometric origin on X, cf. [17] . We have naturally Q£eD 6 where RF(X, Q?)=(flz)*Q? and Q H =Q%. Here MHS(Q) go is the category of mixed Hodge structures of geometric origin, which is defined by MHM(pt) go .
By [17, II, (4.5) ], the canonical filtration T (cf. [7] ) on RF(X, Qf ) splits non canonically, and induces a decreasing filtration L on H& R (X, Q(/)) such that (0.2) GriffinC* Q(/))=ExtfcHsw«°(Q*, H*-*(X, Q)(/)).
Let L denote also the induced filtration on CH P (X) Q . In [17, II] we showed that the cycle map (0.1) is surjective if the Hodge conjecture is true for any smooth projective varieties. In this case, the Gr|cl MH are bijective, and (0. 2) holds with the left hand side replaced by GrlCH p (Z) Q , and f, / by 2p, p (but L may be non separated). The existence of such a filtration was suggested by Bloch [4] . The injectivity of (0.1) is equivalent to the separatedness of the filtration L on CE P (X) Q , and would imply Bloch's conjecture [4] . The bijectivity of (0.1) is related with a problem that MM (Spec C, Q), the category of (still conjectural) mixed motives (cf. [1] ) with base field C and Q-coefficients, might be close to the category of mixed Hodge structures of geometric origin MHS(Q) S°, cf. also [9] [14] , cf. [17, II, (3.4) ].
In this paper we study the injectivity of (0.1), and reduce it to the surjectivity of some morphisms. Here the notion of geometric level plays an important role, and we can get a strong control on it if the Hodge conjecture is true, cf. (0.11-12) below. We say that a pure Hodge Module with strict support Z has geometric level ^n, if it is isomorphic to a direct factor of H l f*(Qx [dim^])(m) for a projective morphism / : X-+Z such that X is smooth of dimension <>n. A mixed Hodge Module has geometric level ^n, if so are GrfM. Let X be a complex algebraic variety, and MHM(Z)f?^ the full subcategory of MHM(Z) S° consisting of mixed Hodge Modules of geometric origin on X with geometric level <n. We denote Ext^ju by Exti, g i gri and Exti, g0 if jl=MHM(JK)f? SB and MHM(Z) §0 respectively (same for Horn).
Let X be a complex algebraic variety of dimension <n. Then we have Qf, D?eZ) 6 
-10)). Let X be a pure dimensional quasi projective variety such that X is locally complete intersection (or, more generally, Qx[dimJ£] is a perverse sheaf). Then the cycle map (0.3) for n=dimX is bijective if dd
imZ-2.
So the injectivity of (0.1) is reduced to that of (0.5) if p^2. In general, we can show (0.7) Theorem (cf. (3.1)). Let X be as above, and d^N.
The cycle map (0.3) for n=dimX is infective, if (0.5) for n=dimY is injective for any closed subvariety Y of X with pure dimension < dimX such that Y is locally complete intersection (or, more generally, Q F [dimF] is a perverse sheaf} and if the cycle map (0.4) for d + l is surjective for any smooth projective variety with dimension
Note that the last hypothesis follows from the Hodge conjecture, cf . [17, II] and (1.4) below. As to the first hypothesis, we have is surjective, it would imply the surjectivity of (0.9), cf. (3.12). We prove Theorem (0.7) by induction on dimX, and reduce it to the case X smooth and d=dimX-l, cf. §3. The same argument would apply to the case of reasonable mixed sheaves, cf. (3.13). For the surjectivity of (0.10), we show that the natural morphism (M, AO for m>n, where M, N are pure Hodge Modules of geometric origin with geometric level <,n such that the weight of M is equal to the weight of N plus i. In § 1, we introduce the notion of relative correspondence over a base variety, and show the surjectivity of (0.11) assuming the Hodge conjecture. In § 2, we study the property of geometric level. In (2.7) (2.9) we deduce the surjectivity of (0.12) from that of (0.11). We show (0.8) in (2.14). In §3, we prove (0.7) by induction on dimX, using the Yoneda extension class associated with a cycle.
In this paper, variety means a separated and reduced algebraic variety over C unless otherwise stated. § 1. Relative Correspondence We say that a mixed Hodge structure has (geometric) level ^n if so are its graded pieces. We say that a mixed Hodge structure has (geometric) level n, if it has (geometric) level <n and not <^n -1. Let MHS(Q) sn (resp. MHS (Q)Sun) be the full subcategory of MHS(Q)(resp. MHS(Q)'°) consisting of mixed Hodge structures with level (resp. geometric level) <n. Put MHS(Q)1°7 1 =MHS Similarly we can define the notion of (geometric) level <n (and level n) for mixed Hodge Modules on an algebraic variety X. We say that a pure Hodge Module with strict support Z has level <n if its generic variation of Hodge structure has level <n-dimZ, and geometric level ^n if it is a direct factor of H^^Q^^n) for a projective morphism / : F-»Z with Y a smooth variety of dimension ^n. We define MHM(Z)^, MHM(^)|°n, MHM(Z)|^7 ? as above. These categories are stable by the dual functor D, and Proof. We may assume / quasiprojective by the same argument as above, and M pure with strict support X, using the spectral sequence associated with the weight filtration.
We first show the assertion on geometric level. If / is projective, (2. 
is surjective, where Ext| >go , <=n denotes Ext^-z for c^=MHM(S)l^.
Proof. We may assume VI, N simple. We proceed by induction on n. By c H°f*Qx) in C on Y (because the underlying Q-complex of its kernel is zero). By the same argument as above using the surjectivity of (2.8.3), the assertion is reduced to that for the restriction of / over U, and we may assume Y is smooth and M*f*Q x is a local system. Then the surjectivity of (2. 
Remarks. ( i ) If Qx[_n~]
is a perverse sheaf, X is purely n -dimensional.
( ii ) We say that X is locally complete intersection, if X is locally a closed subvariety of a smooth variety Y such that X=nigigft5'7 1 (0)red for a regular sequence g x , ••• , gk(i. e. /e=dimF-dimJ£). If J^ is locally complete intersection of pure dimension n, then Qx[ft] is a perverse sheaf.
(2.13) Lemma. Let X be a quasi projective variety, and Z its closed subvariety which does not contain an irreducible component of X. Then there exists a locally principal divisor Y of X such that Y~DZ (and X\Y is dense in X).
Proof. We may assume X is a closed subvariety of P By adjunction for /, j (cf. (2.2. v)) and (2.6), the assertion follows from the inductive hypothesis (applied to Z) and the surjectivity of (0.9), using a morphism of the long exact sequences associated with (2.4.1). Remark. Theorem (0.7) follows from (3.1) by induction on n.
We begin with some preliminaries. By definition, j8 t (i=Q, 1) and a OQ are natural morphisms. Then a 0 i is also a natural morphism up to sign by (3.4.10), using adjunction. By (3.4.6), we get aio=0, because A is the extension defined by (a 0 o, «io). So Proof. It is enough to show the first assertion, because (0.3-4) are factorized by (3.8.1). If X is smooth, the assertion is proved in [17, I, (3.4) ]. Here X may be not necessarily pure dimensional, because the (n -l)-dimensional case is clear. In general, let TT : X'-*X be the normalization. Let Z be a closed subvariety of X such that dimZ^n-2. Let U=X\Z. Then the natural morphisms (3.8.2) CH are isomorphisms. In fact, the first isomorphism is clear. For the second, we use a long exact sequence associated with a triangle like (2.14.1) together with the adjunction isomorphisms as in (2.2, v) . Then the assertion follows from [16, (4. Proof. By (3.8) it is enough to show the surjectivity. Let fe Ext^|Js n+1 (Qf, Df(l-n)). By (1.1.7), it is enough to find an open subvariety U of X such that dimX\U<n and the restriction of £ to U is zero. Then the assertion for (0.3) is clear by (2.1.3). For (3.9.1), the assertion follows from an argument similar to the proof of (2.10). In fact, we may assume X smooth, and f=£i£ 2 for f^Extj-.g^+^M.,, M J _i)=Exti go (A/ J , M,_0 with A/ 0 = QxW, M 2 =Q?[n](-l), and Mi=#°;r*Q£|> + l] for a smooth projective morphism TT : r~>Z of relative dimension 1. Then it is enough to show that f , are induced by divisors in Y=YXxX, because we can choose the divisors so that they do not intersect by restricting X. Here we may consider Sj ' m MHM(Z)
by the injectivity of Extl.goCV/,, M^O-^Ext^OW,, M ; _i). Then the assertion follows from (3.8). Proof. The injectivity follows from an argument similar to the proof of (3.1). Here the assumption (3.1.1) is satisfied by (3.8), but (3.1.2) is not, unless the Hodge conjecture is assumed. But (3.1.2) is used only to construct a cycle CeCH d+ i(X')0 such that )?'=cl WH (C). For the proof of this, it is enough to show that the restriction of i}' to an open dense subvariety of X' is zero by (1.1.7). Here we may replace 7)', X' by 77, X by definition of 77'. Then the assertion is clear by (2.
The surjectivity follows from the surjectivity of (3.9.1), because the restriction of feExtxfgi^dim.r(Qf, D^ (-d) ) to an open dense subvariety is zero by (2.1.3).
Remark. We have a morphism (3.11) Remark. By (0.8), the injectivity of (0.5) is reduced to the surjectivity of (0.9) and (0.10). The surjectivity of (0.9) would be true if the cycle map of Bloch , C^a n ) by the above argument. By GAGA, it is enough to show that a(e) is meromorphic on a smooth compactification X' of X. By Remmert-Stein (applied to the graph), we may assume X'\X is smooth deleting the singular points. Then the assertion is easily checked using the condition of admissible variation of mixed Hodge structure (i.e. extendability of the Hodge filtration). On the other hand, we have Let X be an algebraic variety of pure dimension n, X t (l^i^r) the irreducible components of X, and Rat W*=IL Rat(^)*, where Rat (X,)* is the group of non zero rational functions on X t . Then where Z=Sing * and U=X\Z. In fact, (3.12.5) is reduced to (3.12.2) if X is smooth (i.e. X-U), and it is enough to show that 3 coincides with div : r(U, 0$)® Z Q->@Q, where Extlr H 2 M(^g°(QF, />?(l-n)) is identified with a direct sum of Q by (1.1.7). Since the assertion is local in the classical topology, it is reduced to the case X=A 1 , Z={0}. In this case, 3 is identified with Ext^HMciDCQ^, Q£(l))->Hom M nscQ)(« ff , H\U, Q)J)) in [18, (3.6) ], and the assertion follows from the proof of [loc. cit.], because it is enough to consider the case g=id.
If (3.12.1) is true for any X, Extj£f& ( jnso(Qf, Df(l-d)) is generated by geRat(Z)*® z Q such that div ^==0, where Z is a closed subvariety of pure dimension d. This suggests a strong relation with higher /(-theory and Bloch's higher Chow groups [5], (3.13) Remark. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, and <~V(k) the category of reduced and separated varieties over k. Assume k is embeddable into C, and for any X^^V(k\ there exists an abelian category M(X)' with a forgetful functor rat : c5^(J^) / ->Perv (X c , Q) satisfying the formalism of mixed sheaves (e.g., existence and strictness of weight filtration, semisimplicity of pure objects, stability of its derived category by standard functors compatible with rat, and existence of Q J/ e^(Spec k)' such that rat (Q M )=Q and DQ* = Q M , etc.), where Perv(Z c , Q) is the category of Q-perverse sheaves on X c = C with stratification defined over k. Here an embedding of k into C is chosen. We define the full subcategory Jtt(X) of <M(X)' consisting of the objects of geometric origin as in [17, II] . 
